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ON FUNCTIONS WHOSE SYMMETRIC PART OF GRADIENT AGREE AND A
GENERALIZATION OF RESHETNYAK’S COMPACTNESS THEOREM
ANDREW LORENT
Abstract. We consider the following question: Given a connected open domain Ω ⊂ IRn, suppose
u, v : Ω → IRn with det(∇u) > 0, det(∇v) > 0 a.e. are such that ∇uT(x)∇u(x) = ∇v(x)T∇v(x) a.e.
, does this imply a global relation of the form ∇v(x) = R∇u(x) a.e. in Ω where R ∈ SO(n)? If u, v
are C1 it is an exercise to see this true, if u, v ∈ W1,1 we show this is false. In Theorem 1 we prove this
question has a positive answer if v ∈ W1,1 and u ∈ W1,n is a mapping of Lp integrable dilatation for
p > n− 1. These conditions are sharp in two dimensions and this result represents a generalization
of the corollary to Liouville’s theorem that states that the differential inclusion ∇u ∈ SO(n) can only
be satisfied by an affine mapping.
Liouville’s corollary for rotations has been generalized by Reshetnyak who proved convergence of
gradients to a fixed rotation for any weakly converging sequence vk ∈ W1,1 for which∫
Ω
dist(∇vk, SO(n))dz→ 0 as k → ∞.
Let S(·) denote the (multiplicative) symmetric part of a matrix. In Theorem 3 we prove an analogous
result to Theorem 1 for any pair of weakly converging sequences vk ∈ W1,p and uk ∈ W1,
p(n−1)
p−1 (where
p ∈ [1, n] and the sequence (uk) has its dilatation pointwise bounded above by an Lr integrable
function, r > n− 1) that satisfy ∫
Ω
|S(∇uk)− S(∇vk)|p dz → 0 as k → ∞ and for which the sign of
the det(∇vk) tends to 1 in L1. This result contains Reshetnyak’s theorem as the special case (uk) ≡ Id,
p = 1.
Rigidity of differential inclusions under minimal regularity has been a much studied topic.
Probably the best known problem of this type is the study of the validity of Liouville’s theorem
[Lio 50] characterizing functions u that satisfy the differential inclusion,
∇u ∈ CO+(n) := {λR : λ > 0, R ∈ SO(n)} .
Liouville’s original theorem was proved for C4 mappings in IR3. This was later generalized
by Gehring [Ge 62], Reshetnyak [Re 67], Bojarski and Iwaniec [Bo-Iw 82], Iwaniec and Martin
[Iw-Ma 93], [Mu-Sv-Ya 99]. In even dimensions the minimal regularity for Liouville theorem to
hold is u ∈ W1, n2 (Ω) (examples show no better result is possible). In odd dimensions the optimal
regularity is unknown but is conjectured to be n2 .
A corollary to Liouville’s theorem is that functions whose gradient belongs to SO(n) are affine.
Note that if u ∈ W1,1(Ω) and ∇u ∈ SO(n) then div(∇u) = div(cof(∇u)) = 0. Thus every
co-ordinate function of u weakly satisfies Laplace’s equation and hence by Weyl’s lemma is C∞,
thus rigidity for this differential inclusion follows by elementary means. However under a much
weaker assumptions that u ∈ SBV(Ω), ∇u ∈ SO(n) a ‘piecewise’ rigidity result has been es-
tablished in [Ch-Gi-Po 07]. Note that the rigidity of the differential inclusion ∇u ∈ SO(n) for
∇u ∈W1,1 follows as a highly special case of the following ‘first guess’ conjecture.
‘First guess’ conjecture. Let Ω ⊂ IRn be a connected open domain, let u, v ∈W1,1(Ω) and det(∇u) > 0,
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det(∇v) > 0 for a.e. with
∇u(x)T∇u(x) = ∇v(x)T∇v(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω
then there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that ∇v = R∇u a.e.
As we will show in Example 1, Section 4, this conjecture is false. One of the principle aims
of this paper will be to establish sufficient regularity assumptions required for the differential
equality ∇uT∇u = ∇vT∇v to imply ∇u = R∇v for some R ∈ SO(n). If u, v ∈ C1 this property
would be easy to prove, for W1,1 it is not true. In Theorem 1 below we establish the validity of
this conjecture with respect to a condition that is sharp in two dimensions.
Theorem 1. Let Ω ⊂ IRn be a connected open domain, let v ∈ W1,1(Ω : IRn) and u ∈ W1,n(Ω : IRn),
det(∇v) > 0, det(∇u) > 0 a.e. and ‖∇u(x)‖n ≤ K(x) det(∇u(x)) for K ∈ LPn where
Pn :=
{
1 for n = 2
> n− 1 for n ≥ 3 . (1)
Suppose
∇u(x)T∇u(x) = ∇v(x)T∇v(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω (2)
then there exists R ∈ SO(n)
∇v(x) = R∇u(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω. (3)
Much interest in the differential inclusion ∇u ∈ SO(n) comes from recent powerful generaliza-
tion of the corollary to Liouville’s theorem that has been established in Theorem 3.1 [Fr-Ja-Mu 02].
Specifically the L2 distance of the gradient of a function away from a fixed rotation was shown to be
bounded by a constant multiple of the L2 distance of the gradient away from the set of rotations1.
Previously strong partial results controlling the function (rather than the gradient) have been es-
tablished by John [Jo 61], Kohn [Ko 82]. There has been much work generalizing Theorem 3.1
of [Fr-Ja-Mu 02], for example [Ch-Mu 03], [Fa-Zh 05], [Lo 05], [Co-Sc 06], [Je-Lor 08], [Cm-Co 10].
Part of the motivation for Theorem 1 is to open a new direction of generalization of Theorem 3.1
of [Fr-Ja-Mu 02]. For a quantitative version of Theorem 1 in two dimensions using quite different
methods see our companion paper [Lo 10].
Prior to the advances made in [Fr-Ja-Mu 02] the most general result generalizing Liouville’s the-
orem for mappings with gradient in the space of rotations that gave some control of the gradient
was due to Reshetnyak [Re 67], we state his theorem for bounded connected domains.
Theorem 2 (Reshetnyak 1967). Let Ω be an open connected and bounded set. If vk converges weakly in
W1,1(Ω : IRn) and ∫
Ω
dist(∇vk, SO(n))dx→ 0 as k → ∞ (4)
then ∇vk converges strongly in L1 to a single matrix in SO(n).
Reshetnyak’s Theorem is an example of a result in the more general theory of stability of
approximate differential inclusions. Specifically the study of what conditions a set of matrices K
must have in order for
∫
Ω
dist(∇vk,K)dx → 0 to imply {∇vk} is compact in L1(Ω) for a uniformly
bounded Lipschitz sequence, [Mu 96], [Ta 79], [Mu-Sv-Ya 99]. The study of these sets of matrices
is closely connected to the theory of quasiconvexity in the calculus of variations [Ba 77],[Mo 52]
and was largely motivated by the work of Ball and James [Ba-Ja 87], [Ba-Ja 92], Chipot and Kinder-
leher [Ch-Ki 88] on variational models of crystal microstructure. The main result of our paper is
a generalization of Reshetnyak’s theorem, setting uk ≡ Id, p = 1 in Theorem 3 below we recover
1A straightforward adaption of the proof of Theorem 3.1, [Fr-Ja-Mu 02] establishes the same result for Lp control, where
p > 1.
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Theorem 2. In the statement of the theorem and from this point on we let S(·) denote the (multi-
plicative) symmetric part of a matrix. Let sgn (·) denote the sign of a number, i.e. sgn(x) = x|x| for
x > 0 and −1 otherwise.
Theorem 3. Let Ω ⊂ IRn be open and connected and bounded. Let p ∈ [1, n], q = p(n−1)p−1 . Suppose
vk ∈ W1,p(Ω : IRn) converges weakly in W1,p with sgn(det(∇vk)) L
1→ 1 and uk ∈ W1,q(Ω : IRn)
converges weakly in W1,q, satisfies det(∇uk) > 0 a.e. and ‖∇uk‖n ≤ K det(∇uk) for all k where K ∈ LPn
and Pn satisfies (1). If ∫
Ω
|S(∇vk)− S(∇uk)|p dx → 0 as k → ∞ (5)
then there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that
lim
k→∞
∫
Ω
|∇vk − R∇uk| dx = 0. (6)
For p = n, Theorem 3 provides a sharp answer to the question, what is the hypothesis necessary
such that two weakly converging sequences ∇uk,∇vk ∈W1,n with
∫
Ω
|S(∇uk)− S(∇vk)|n dz → 0
have the property that there must exists R ∈ SO(n) so that limk→∞
∫
Ω
|∇vk − R∇uk| dx = 0.
By taking uk ≡ u, vk ≡ v we see Theorem 3 generalizes Theorem 1. Example 1 from Section
4 shows the necessity (and sharpness in two dimensions) of the condition on (uk). The condition
on (vk) can also easily be seen to be necessary, for example by considering uk ≡ Id, vk ≡ v where
v is a non affine Lipschitz mapping with its gradient in the set
{(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(
1 0
0 −1
)}
.
Another direction of generalization of Theorem 2 was proved by Mu¨ller, Sverak and Yan
[Mu-Sv-Ya 99] who generalized Theorem 2 for a weakly converging sequence uk ∈ W1, n2 where
the set of rotations in (4) is replaced by the set of conformal matrices CO+(n).
As should seem likely from the assumptions of Theorems 3 we will be using the powerful
results established by Iwaniec and Sverak [Iw-Sv 93], Villamore and Manfredi [Ma-Vi 98], Koskela
and Heinonen [He-Ko 93] on functions of integrable dilatation. These are functions u for which
L(x) := ‖∇u(x)‖
n
det(∇u(x)) is a positive L
p integrable function, if L is merely positive and finite a.e. we say
u is a mapping of finite dilatation. Following [Iw-Sv 93] there has been a well known conjecture that
if u is a mapping of finite dilatation where L ∈ Ln−1 then u is open and discrete. The best result to
date has been established by Villamore and Manfredi [Ma-Vi 98] whose proved the conjecture for
functions that satisfy L ∈ Lp for p > n− 1. If the conjecture was true for L ∈ Ln−1 then Theorem
3 would hold for K ∈ Ln−1. It is however not clear for n ≥ 3 if this is the optimal result.
On sharpness. The counter example to the ‘first guess’ conjecture that we construct in Section
4 works by squeezing down the center of the square to a point so that the interior of the image
is disjoint. All known counter examples in higher dimension work in a similar way. If it turned
out that Lp (for p > n− 1) integrability of the dilatation ‖∇u‖n
det(∇u) was a sharp condition to prevent
this, it would suggest this condition is sharp for Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. With this in mind, in
Section 5 we consider mappings from the cylinder B1(0)× [0, 1] such that u(B1(0)× {0}) consists
of a point. If it could be shown such mappings exists with
∫
B1(0)×[0,1]
( ‖∇u‖3
det(∇u)
)p
dz < ∞ for p < 2
and p ∼ 2 then Theorems 1, 3 would be sharp. However in Proposition 1 it is shown that any
radial mapping u of the cylinder that squeezes one end to a point but for which each co-ordinate
function is a product of functions in cylindrical polar co-ordinates that are monotonic and convex
or concave, then
∫
B1(0)×[0,1]
‖∇u‖3
det(∇u)dz = ∞. Our guess is that Theorem 1, Theorem 3 are not sharp
for n ≥ 3 and we suspect these theorems holds true for functions of integrable dilatation.
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Connections with Stylov decomposition and future directions. It is worth noting that in two
dimensions the validity of ‘first guess conjecture’ is a special case of a more general question.
First some background, given w : Ω → IR2, w(x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)), for z = x + iy let
w˜(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y). Note ∂w˜∂z (z) =
1
2 (
∂
∂x + i
∂
∂y )w˜ =
1
2 (ux − vy) + i2 (vx + uy). And ∂w˜∂z (z) =
1
2 (
∂
∂x − i ∂∂y )w˜ = 12 (ux + vy) + i2 (vx − uy). Now identifying complex numbers with conformal
matrices in the standard way [x+ iy]M =
(
x −y
y x
)
we have that ∇w(x, y) = 12
[
∂w˜
∂z (z)
]
M
(
1 0
0 −1
)
+
1
2
[
∂w˜
∂z (z)
]
M
. The Beltrami coefficient µ(z) of w˜ is defined by ∂w˜∂z (z) = µ(z)
∂w˜
∂z (z), so µ(z) relates
the conformal part of ∇w to the reflection of the anticonformal part of ∇w. Note that if we let
L be an affine map with gradient λ
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
then turning L ◦ w into a complex function we
obtain λ(cos θ + i sin θ)w˜ and the Beltrami coefficient of this function is still µ(z). In other words
the Beltrami coefficient does not notice changes in gradient made by scaler multiplication or by
rotation. It is also not hard to see that if matrices A, B have identical Beltrami coefficient then
AB−1 ∈ CO+(n) and thus Beltrami coefficient has two components and ‘encodes’ the geometry
of how a matrix deforms a ball but does not encode any information about the rotation or the size.
The symmetric part of the gradient has three components and describes both the geometry and
the size. It should there for not be a surprise that given matrices A, B ∈ IR2×2, if S(A) = S(B) then
the Beltrami coefficient also agree. There exists a general factorization result known as ‘Stylov’
factorization; specifically for mappings u1, u2 of finite dilatation and whose Beltrami coefficients
agree where u1 is a homeomorphism, there exists holomorphic φ such that u1 = φ ◦ u2 (see
Theorem 20.4.19 [As-Iw-Ma 10]). If in addition we know that the S(∇u1) = S(∇u2) this implies
|∇φ| ≡ 1 and therefor φ is a rotation 2. For higher dimensions there is no ‘Stylov’ decomposition
and not only are Theorems 1, 3 about non invertible mappings, the methods we use to establish
them are of very different. It is worth noting however that the nature of the factorization is to relate
by a conformal mapping any two mappings whose gradients pointwise deform the ball with the
same geometry, ignoring size and rotation. In higher dimensions given matrix A ∈ IRn×n if we
consider
S(A)
|S(A)| this matrix encodes geometry ignoring size and rotation, so we could consider two
functions u, v with the property that
S(∇u(x))
|S(∇u(x))| =
S(∇v(x))
|S(∇v(x))| for a.e. x ∈ Ω and ask if these two
functions are related by a conformal mapping. We make the following conjecture;
Conjecture 1. Suppose Ω ⊂ IRn is a bounded open connected domain and n ≥ 3. Given u ∈ W1,n(Ω),
v ∈ W1,1(Ω) where det(∇u) > 0, det(∇v) > 0 a.e. and u satisfies ∫
Ω
( ‖∇u‖n
det(∇u)
)p
dz < ∞ for some
p > n− 1 and
S(∇u(z))
|S(∇u(z))| =
S(∇v(z))
|S(∇v(z))| for a.e. z ∈ Ω (7)
then there exists a Mobius transformation Φ such that v = Φ ◦ u.
Given that in two dimensions
S(A)
|S(A)| =
S(B)
|S(B)| is equivalent to the Beltrami coefficients of A and B
being equal Conjecture 1 would be a generalization to ‘Stylov’ factorization to n ≥ 3, note however
Conjecture 1 is not true in two dimensions (without the assumption of invertibility) as can easily
be seen by the complex functions z2, z3. One of the main tools we used to prove Theorems 1, 3 is
the quantitative Liouville theorem for rotations of Friesecke, Muller and James [Fr-Ja-Mu 02]. In
order to prove Conjecture 7 what would be required is a quantitative Liouville theorem for con-
formal matrices. A weakly quantitative result along these lines has been proved by Reshetnyak
[Re 82], and a much stronger quantitative theorem been proved by Faraco and Zhong [Fa-Zh 05]
2Using this and some methods of this paper a short proof of Theorem 1 in two dimensions can be given.
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for mappings who gradient lies in a compact subset of CO+(n) that excludes 0. Using these theo-
rems and the methods of this paper we plan to establish Conjecture 1 in a forth coming work.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Stefan Mu¨ller for showing me the connection be-
tween the ‘First guess’ conjecture and Liouville’s theorem for rotations and suggesting this as a
topic of study during my stay at the MPI. In addition I am grateful for some very helpful initial
discussions. I would also like to thank Jon Bevan for pointing out an error in an earlier version of
this paper. Finally I would like to thank the referee for many helpful comments and suggestions.
1. Proof sketch
1.1. Sketch of Theorem 1. We will begin by sketching the proof in the simplest case for smooth
globally invertible u and progressively show how the assumptions can be weakened till we arrive
at hypothesis of Theorem 1.
So first we have C1 functions u, v where u is globally invertible. Recall for matrix A ∈ IRn×n
we let S(A) =
√
ATA be the symmetric part of A and by polar decomposition we have A =
R(A)S(A) for some R(A) ∈ SO(n). Form w(z) = v(u−1(z)) and note that
∇w(z) = ∇v(u−1(x))(∇u(u−1(x)))−1
= R(∇v(u−1(x)))
(
R(∇u(u−1(x)))
)−1 ∈ SO(n)
by the Liouville’s theorem its clear there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that ∇w(z) = R for all z ∈ Ω.
Thus
∇v = R∇u on Ω. (8)
and result is established.
Now it can easily be seen that global invertibility is more than we need for this argument above
to work, if we merely knew that for every x ∈ Ω there exists rx > 0 such that u⌊Brx(x) is injective
then we could use the same argument to show there exists Rx ∈ SO(n) such that Rx∇u = ∇v on
Brx(x). Fix some x0 and let
U := {x ∈ Ω : Rx0∇u(x) = ∇v(x)} .
For any x ∈ U we can show Rx = Rx0 and thus U is both open and closed. As Ω is connected it
is clear that U = Ω. So if we merely have a set I ⊂ Ω where |Ω\I| = 0, I is connected and u is
locally injective on every point x ∈ I then the argument above will still carry through.
Now suppose v, u ∈ W1,1 and u open and discrete then by a theorem of Chernavskii [Ch 64]
we know that the set of points on which u fails to be locally injective (the so called ‘branch set’)
which we denoted by Bu, is a set of topological dimension less than n− 2. Thus by Example VI
11 p93 [Wa 41] we know that Ω\Bu is connected. However we are blocked from directly carrying
out the previous argument by the fact that even if we knew u−1 : u(Brx(x))→ Brx(x) has Sobolev
regularity it does not follow that w = v ◦ u−1 is defined or if it is defined to what extent some kind
of chain rule holds for it. Therefor more regularity of u is required. If u was quasiregular then
u⌊Brx(x) is quasiconformal and hence u−1⌊u(Brx(x)) is quasiconformal and so w would be a well
defined Sobolev function and the chain rule holds for v ◦ u−1. Thus we could show ∇w ∈ SO(n)
on u(Brx(x)) and the argument could be completed to establish R∇u = ∇v on Ω.
Now from the other direction let us consider how Theorem 1 could fail, take the map P :
Q1(0) → IR2 defined by P(x, y) = (x, xy) for x > 0 and P(x, y) = (x,−xy) for x > 0. So this
map takes the unit square and squeezes the center down to form a bow tie. If we take another
mapping H that leaves the left hand side of the bow tie alone and rotates down the right hand
side. Then comparing H ◦ P and P we have that the symmetric part of the gradient of both of these
functions agree almost everywhere, however we clearly have that there is no rotation R such that
(8) holds true. For more details of this mapping see Example 1, Section 4. It is easy to see that the
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dilatation
‖∇P(x,y)‖2
det(∇P(x,y)) ∼ x−1 and so is not integrable. On the other hand in two dimension from
the work of Iwaniec, Sverak [Iw-Sv 93] we know mappings of integrable dilatation share many
of the strong properties of quasiregular mappings. What is not clear for these mappings is if the
chain rule holds for the composition v ◦ u−1, we do however at least know Sobolev regularly of
u−1 by [He-Ko-Ma 06].
If we have a Lipschitz function f and a function g ∈W1,p by considering the difference quotients
of f ◦ g it is easy to see that f ◦ g ∈ W1,p. This does not mean that the chain rule holds, however
in the case where det(∇g(x)) > 0 for a.e. x we can apply the general BV chain rule of Ambrosio,
Dal Maso [Am-Da 90] . Given this is the case a natural approach is for us to consider replacing v
with a Lipschitz function v˜ with the property that
∫ |∇v−∇v˜|p dx ≈ 0. Such a function can be
found by the now standard truncation arguments via maximal functions of [Zh 92], [Ac-Fu 88].
The difficulty of this approach is that the composed function v˜ ◦ u will not necessarily have its
gradient in the set of rotations so the best we can hope for is an approximate differential inclusion∫
u(Brx(x))
d(∇(v˜ ◦ u−1), SO(n))dx ≈ 0. (9)
By use of the previously mentioned quantitative Liouville theorem of Friesecke, Mu¨ller and James
[Fr-Ja-Mu 02] we would then be able to conclude that there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that∫
u(Brx(x))
∣∣∣∇(v˜ ◦ u−1)− R∣∣∣ dx ≈ 0.
We have the following estimates∫
u(Brx (x))
d
(
∇
(
v˜(u−1(z))
)
, SO(n)
)
dz
≤
∫
u(Brx (x))
∣∣∣(∇v˜(u−1(z))−∇v(u−1(z)))∇u(u−1(z))−1∣∣∣ dz
≤
∫
Brx (x)
|(∇v˜(y)−∇v(y))ADJ (∇u(y))| dy. (10)
So in order to control this expression we need the appropriate integrability assumptions on ∇v,
∇v˜ and ∇u. Since v ∈W1,p(Ω) so ‖v− v˜‖W1,p ≈ 0 and so by Holder’s inequality we have∫
u(Brx (x))
d (∇v˜(u(z)), SO(2))dz ≤
(∫
Brx (x)
|∇v˜−∇v|p dz
) 1
p
(∫
Brx (x)
|∇u|
(n−1)p
p−1 dz
) p−1
p
≈ 0.
So we can apply Friesecke, Mu¨ller and James [Fr-Ja-Mu 02] and conclude that there exists Rx ∈
SO(2) such that ∫
u(Brx (x))
∣∣∣∇(v˜ ◦ u−1)− Rx∣∣∣ dz ≈ 0.
Unwrapping this and taking the limit as v˜ → v we have that ∇v = Rx∇u on Brx(x) and we can
complete the argument by showing this relation holds globally off the branch set of u.
1.2. Sketch of Theorem 3. The starting point for Theorem 3 is Theorem 1.4 of [Ge-Iw 99] that
allows us to conclude that letting u denote the weak limit of uk we have
‖∇u(z)‖n
det(∇u(z)) ≤ K(z)
for a.e. z ∈ Ω. Let v denote the weak limit of vk. Since u ∈ W1,n(Ω) and v ∈ W1,1(Ω) for
a.e. x ∈ Ω both u, v are approximately differentiable, hence from some rx > 0 we have that
|u(z)−(u(x)+∇u(x)(z−x))|
|z−x| ≈ 0 and
|v(z)−(v(x)+∇v(x)(z−x))|
|z−x| ≈ 0 for all z ∈ Brx(x). Now as vk
L1(Ω)→ v
and uk
L1(Ω)→ u so for large enough k we have that vk and uk are very well approximated by the
affine maps Wvx (z) := v(x) +∇v(x)(z− x) and Wux (z) := u(x) +∇u(x)(z− x). Now for large
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enough k we also know that −
∫
Brx (x)
|S(∇uk)− S(∇vk)| dz ≈ 0 and thus using Lemma 2 we have
that there exists Rx ∈ SO(n) such that
−
∫
B rx
2
(x)
|∇vk − Rx∇uk| dz ≈ 0. (11)
By Poincare’s inequality for some affine map Lx with ∇Lx = Rx we have −
∫
B rx
2
(x) |vk − Lx ◦ uk| dz ≈
0. Recall vk and uk are very well approximated by W
v
x and W
u
k thus it must follow that ∇v(x) =
Rx∇u(x). This implies S(∇v(x)) = S(∇u(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω and hence we are in a position to
apply Theorem 1. Thus there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that ∇u(x) = R∇v(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω. Now
again as vk and uk are L
∞ close to v, u by Poincare’s inequality from (11) we have that Rx ≈ R. By
covering Ω with a not too overlapping collection
{
Brx1 (x1), Brx2 (x2), . . . Brxq (xq)
}
we have that for
each i, Rxi ≈ R and so
∫
Ω
|∇vk − R∇uk| dx ≈ 0 for all large enough k.
Given the similarity between Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 it may seem curious that we need Lemma
2 at all. The reason is that the estimate in Lemma 1 gets control of |∇uk − rk∇vk| on a ball
of radius cr exp
(
− Ark(x)E n
)
where Ark(x) = −
∫
Br(x)
|∇uk|n dx. In order to obtain global control of
|∇uk − R∇vk| for some fixed R ∈ SO(n) over the whole of some (large) subset Ω′ ⊂ Ω we would
need a collection
Bcrq exp(− Arqk (xq)En )(xq) : xq ∈ Ω′
 for which
∑
q
11B
crq exp
− Arqk (xq)En
(xq)
≤ 5. (12)
For this to work, (i.e. to be able to apply Lemma 1) we would need an estimate of the form
∑q A
rq
k (xq)(rq)
n ≤ c which would be available by equi-integrability of |∇uk|n if
{
Brq(xq) : q ∈ N
}
did not overlap by some fixed constant. However this completely fails to be a consequence of
(12) and so no such estimate is available and more subtle arguments are needed to first establish
Lemma 2 and get control of the functions in a ball of radius
rq
2 and then in the proof of Theorem
3 to carefully check the hypothesis of this Lemma 2 are satisfied.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Lemma 1. Let p ∈ [1, n], q = p(n−1)p−1 . Suppose v ∈ W1,p(Br(x) : IRn) and u ∈ W1,q(Br(x) : IRn) is a
homeomorphism of integrable dilatation, i.e. there exists positive function K ∈ L1 such that ‖∇u(z)‖n ≤
K(z) det(∇u(z)). Suppose for some constant E ∈ (0, 1)
BEr(u(x)) ⊂ u
(
B r
4
(x)
)
(13)
and for ǫ > 0 such that r−32n(n−1) ≤ In(2+ ǫ− 14 ) we have
−
∫
Br(x)
|S(∇u)− S(∇v)|p dz ≤ ǫ (14)
and
−
∫
Br(x)
|sgn(det(∇v))− 1| dz ≤ ǫ (15)
then for positive constants C0 = C0(n), C1 = C1(n,
∫
Br(x)
Kdz) there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that
−
∫
B
C0r exp
(
− A
r
u
En
)(x) |∇u− R∇v| dz ≤ C1A
r
u exp
(
nAru
En
)(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 132n
, (16)
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for
Aru := −
∫
Br(x)
|∇u|q dz. (17)
Proof of Lemma 1. First some notation, given subset S of IRn or IRn×n and h > 0 let
Nh(S) := {X : inf {|X− Y| : Y ∈ S} < h} . (18)
Note q ≥ p so by Holder, (14) and (17) implies that −∫B r
2
(x) |∇v|p dz ≤ (Aru + 1). Define
Mγ :=
z ∈ B r4 (x) : sup
h∈(0, r4 )
−
∫
Bh(z)
|∇v|p dz > γ
 .
We have Mγ2 ⊂ Mγ1 for γ2 > γ1 and |Mγ| → 0 as γ → 0. Thus we can find λ > 0 large enough
so that ∫{
z∈B r
2
(x):|∇v(z)|>λ
} |∇v|p dz < √ǫrn (19)
and
‖∇v‖Lp(Mλ) ≤ cǫ
1
2p r
n
p . (20)
Arguing as in Theorem 3, Section 6.6.3 [Ev-Ga 92] we have that
|Mλ| ≤ cλ−p
∫{
z∈B r
2
(x):|∇v(z)|>λ
} |∇v|p dz (19)≤ cλ−p√ǫrn. (21)
Letting ‖‖ denote the sup norm on the space of matrices,
|‖∇u‖ − ‖∇v‖| ≤ c |S(∇u)− S(∇v)|
we have ‖‖∇u‖ − ‖∇v‖‖Lp(Br(x))
(14)
≤ cǫ 1p r np . So
‖∇u‖Lp(Mλ) ≤ c‖‖∇u‖ − ‖∇v‖‖Lp(Br(x))+ c‖∇v‖Lp(Mλ)
(20)
≤ cǫ 12p r np . (22)
By Proposition A1 [Fr-Ja-Mu 02] there exists cλ-Lipschitz function s such that∫
B r
4
(x)
|∇v−∇s|p dz ≤ c
∫{
z∈B r
2
(x):|∇v(z)|>λ
} |∇v|p dz (23)
And so by (19) ∫
B r
4
(x)
|∇v−∇s|p dz ≤ c√ǫrn. (24)
Let
U :=
{
z ∈ B r
4
(x) : v(z) , s(z)
}
, (25)
by Proposition A1 we also have that
U ⊂ Mλ. (26)
Step 1. Let w : BEr(u(x))→ IRn be defined by w(z) := s(u−1(z)). There exists R ∈ SO(n)
−
∫
BE r(u(x))
|∇w− R| dz ≤ cE
−nAru√
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
. (27)
Proof of Step 1. Since u is a mapping of finite dilatation and ∇u ∈ Ln(Ω) by Theorem 1.2.
[Cs-He-Ma 10] we have that u−1 ∈ W1,1(u(Ω)) and u−1 is a mapping of finite dilatation. Now
by the BV chain rule of Ambrosio, DalMaso [Am-Da 90], (see Theorem 3.101 [Am-Fu-Pa 00] or
Corollary 3.2 [Am-Da 90]) for a.e. x ∈ u(Ω) the restriction of s to the affine space A(x) :=
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u−1(x) +
{∇u−1(x)v :∈ IRn} is differentiable at u−1(x). Since for a.e. x ∈ u(Ω), det(∇u−1(x)) > 0
so A(x) = IRn. Thus by Corollary 3.2 [Am-Da 90], ∇w(x) = ∇s(u−1(x))∇u−1(x).
Define J to be the n× n diagonal matrix defined by J = diag(1, 1, . . . , 1,−1). Let I ∈ {Id,J },
note that for any S ⊂ B r
4
(x)\U∫
u(S)
d(∇w(z), SO(n)I)dz
=
∫
u(S)
d
(
∇s(u−1(z)))
(
∇u(u−1(z))
)−1
, SO(n)I
)
dz
(25)
=
∫
S
d
(
∇v(y) (∇u(y))−1 , SO(n)I
)
det(∇u(y))dy. (28)
Now for any y ∈ B r
2
(x), let Rv(y) ∈ O(n), Ru(y) ∈ SO(n) such that ∇v(y) = Rv(y)S(∇v(y)),
∇u(y) = Ru(y)S(∇u(y)). Now
∇v(y)(∇u(y))−1 = Rv(y)S(∇v(y))(S(∇u(y)))−1Ru(y)−1. (29)
So ∣∣∣∇v(y)(∇u(y))−1− Rv(y)Ru(y)−1∣∣∣ ≤ c ∣∣∣S(∇v(y))(S(∇u(y)))−1− Id∣∣∣
= c
∣∣∣(S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y))) (S(∇u(y)))−1∣∣∣
= c
∣∣∣(S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y))) (∇u(y))−1∣∣∣ . (30)
Thus ∫
B r
2
(x)
∣∣∣∇v(y)(∇u(y))−1− Rv(y)Ru(y)−1∣∣∣ det(∇u(y))dy
(30)
≤ c
∫
B r
2
(x)
|S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y))| |ADJ(∇u(y))| dy
≤ c
∫
B r
2
(x)
|S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y))| |∇u(y)|n−1 dy
≤ c‖S(∇u)− S(∇v)‖Lp(B r
2
(x))
(∫
B r
2
(x)
|∇u|q dy
) p−1
p
(14),(17)
≤ cǫ 1p Arurn. (31)
Let
D :=
{
z ∈ B r
2
(x) : det(∇v(z)) ≤ 0
}
. (32)
By (15)
|D| ≤ ǫrn. (33)
Now by (30) and the definition of D we know
d(∇v(y)(∇u(y))−1, SO(n)) ≤ c
∣∣∣(S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y)))(∇u(y))−1∣∣∣ for y ∈ B r
2
(x)\D.
Thus taking S = B r
4
(x)\(U ∪D) in (28) for the case I = Id and applying (31) we have∫
u(B r
4
(x)\(U∪D))
d(∇w(z), SO(n))dz ≤ cǫ 12n Arurn. (34)
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Now by (30)
d(∇v(y)(∇u(y))−1, SO(n)J ) ≤ c
∣∣∣(S(∇v(y))− S(∇u(y)))(∇u(y))−1∣∣∣ for y ∈ D\U .
So taking I = J , S = D\U in (28) and applying (31) we have∫
u(D\U )
d(∇w(z), SO(n)J )dz ≤ cǫ 1p (Aru)
1
q rn.
Thus ∫
u(D\U )
d (∇w(z), SO(n)) dz ≤ c |u(D\U )|+ cǫ 1p (Aru)
1
q rn. (35)
Let f (p) = p(n−1)p−1 , so f
′(p) = − n−1
(p−1)2 < 0 for all p ∈ (1, n]. So f is decreasing and f (n) = n so
p(n− 1)
p− 1 > n for all p ∈ (1, n). (36)
Now by Theorem 1.1. [Mu 90]
∫
B r
2
(x) det(∇u(z))In(2+ det(∇u(z)))dz ≤ C2Arurn for some con-
stant C2 = C2(A, n). Let Υ :=
{
z ∈ Br(x) : det(∇u(z)) > ǫ− 12
}
. So |u (D\Υ)|
(33)
≤ cǫ 12 rn. Now
|u(Υ)| = ∫
Υ
det(∇u)dz ≤ cArurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 ). So |u(D)| ≤ C2Arurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 ) putting this to-
gether with (35) we have
∫
u(D\U ) d (∇w(z), SO(n)) dz ≤ cArurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 ). So applying this to
(34) we have ∫
u(B r
4
(x)\U )
d(∇w(z), SO(n))dz ≤ cArurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 ). (37)
Now as
|U |
(26)
≤ |Mλ|
(21)
≤ cλ−p√ǫrn (38)
so (recalling w = s ◦ u−1 and s is cλ-Lipschitz)∫
u(U )
|∇w| dz ≤ cλ
∫
u(U )
∣∣∣∣(∇u(u−1(z)))−1∣∣∣∣ dz
= cλ
∫
u(U )
∣∣∣∣(∇u(u−1(z)))−1∣∣∣∣ det(∇u−1(z)) det(∇u(u−1(z)))dz
= cλ
∫
U
∣∣∣(∇u(y))−1∣∣∣ det(∇u(y))dy ≤ cλ ∫
U
|ADJ(∇u(z))| dz
≤ cλ
∫
U
|∇u(z)|n−1 dz ≤ cλ
(∫
U
|∇u(z)|q
) p−1
p
|U | 1p
(38),(17)
≤ cλ (Arurn)
p−1
p
(
cλ−p
√
ǫrn
) 1
p ≤ cAruǫ
1
2p rn. (39)
Now
∫
Br(x)
|∇u|q dz
(17)
≤ Arurn where q = p(n−1)p−1 . So by (36) and Holder’s inequality we know that∫
Br(x)
|∇u|n dz ≤ Arurn. (40)
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Let θ ∈ (0, 1) such that 1n = θp + 1−θq . So by the Lp interpolation inequality (see Appendix B2
[Ev 10])
‖∇u‖Ln(Mλ) ≤ ‖∇u‖θLp(Mλ)‖∇u‖
1−θ
Lq(Mλ)
(17),(22)
≤
(
ǫ
1
2p r
n
p
)θ (
(Aru)
1
q r
n
q
)1−θ
≤ ǫ θ2p Arurn
(
θ
p+
1−θ
q
)
≤ ǫ θ2 Arur. (41)
Thus ∫
u(B r
4
(x))
d(∇w(z), SO(n))dz =
∫
u(B r
4
(x)\U )
d(∇w(z), SO(n))dz
+
∫
u(U )
(|∇w(z)|+ c)dz
(39),(37)
≤ c |u(U )|+ 2C2Arurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
(26)
≤ c
∫
Mλ
det(∇u)dz+ 3C2Arurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
(22)
≤ 3C2Arurn/In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 ). (42)
So in particular using (13) we have −
∫
BE r(u(x))
d(∇w(z), SO(n))dz ≤ 3C2AruE−n
In(2+ǫ−
1
2 )
. Thus by Proposi-
tion 2.6 [Co-Sc 06] we have that
−
∫
BE r(u(x))
|∇w− R| dz ≤ cIn
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
3C2AE−n
)
3C2A
r
uE−n
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
≤ cA
r
uE−n√
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
.
This completes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. We will show
B
cr exp(− AruEn )
(x) ⊂ u−1 (BEr(u(x))) (43)
Proof of Step 2. Note by equation (2.5) of the proof of Theorem 1 of [Ma 94] we know that for
any y ∈ B r
2
(x), h ∈ (0, r2 ]
oscBh(y)u ≤ c
(
log
( r
2h
))− 1n (∫
B r
2
(y)
|∇u|n dz
) 1
n
(40)
≤ c(Aru)
1
n r
(
log
( r
2h
))− 1n
. (44)
We claim
dist
(
x, u−1 (∂BEr(u(x)))
)
≥ cr exp
(
−A
r
u
En
)
. (45)
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So see this pick z ∈ u−1 (∂BEr(u(x)))∩ B r
2
(x), since u is a homeomorphism Er = |u(z)− u(x)|
(44)
≤
c(Aru)
1
n r
(
log
(
r
2|z−x|
))− 1n
. Thus
(
log
(
r
2 |z− x|
)) 1
n
E ≤ c(Aru)
1
n
and so log
(
r
2|z−x|
)
En ≤ cAru and hence r2|z−x| ≤ c exp(
AruE n ) and finally cr exp(− A
r
uE n ) ≤ |z− x|
which establishes (43).
Proof of Lemma completed. Note that if matrix B satisfies ‖B‖n ≤ Q det(B) then as Λ(B) :=
inf
{|Bv| : v ∈ Sn−1}. If we let BI be the smallest number such that det(B) ≤ BIΛ(B)n it is well
known (see for example [Va 71] p44) BI ≤ Qn−1 so
Λ(B) ≥ det(B)
1
n
Q
n−1
n
. (46)
So it is an exercise to see
|AB| ≥ (det(B))
1
n |A|
Q
n−1
n n
≥ Q
−1
n2
|B| |A| for any A ∈ IRn×n. (47)
Recall u is of integrable dilatation and so we have function K such that ‖∇u(z)‖n ≤ K(z) det(∇u(z)).
Let
P :=
{
z ∈ Br(x) : |K(z)| ≥
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
) 1
8(n−1)
}
. (48)
Now as ∇w(z) = ∇s(u−1(z))(∇u(u−1(z)))−1. Thus by (27) Step 1
cArur
n√
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
(27)
≥
∫
BE r(x)
|∇w− R|det(∇u−1(z)) det(∇u(u−1(z)))dz
=
∫
u−1(BE r(x))
∣∣∣∇s(z)(∇u(z))−1− R∣∣∣det(∇u(z))dz
≥
∫
u−1(BE r(x))\P
∣∣∣(∇s(z)− R∇u(z)) (∇u(z))−1∣∣∣ det(∇u(z))dz
≥ c
∫
u−1(BE r(x))\P
|(∇s(z)− R∇u(z))ADJ(∇u(z))| dz. (49)
So by using (46) ‖∇u(z)−1‖n ≤ K(z)n−1 det((∇u(z))−1), so
‖ADJ(∇u(z))‖n ≤ K(z)n−1 det(ADJ(∇u(z))).
Hence if z < P by (47),
|(∇s(z)− R∇u(z))ADJ(∇u(z))| ≥ n−2
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 18 |(∇s(z)− R∇u(z))| |ADJ(∇u(z))| .
(50)
Thus by (49), (50)
cArur
n(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
) 3
8
≥
∫
u−1(BE r(x))\P
|∇s(z)− R∇u(z)| |ADJ(∇u(z))| dz. (51)
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Now let F :=
{
z ∈ Br(x) : |ADJ(∇u(z))| <
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
)− 14}
so
∫
u−1(BE r(x))\(F∪P)
|∇s(z)− R∇u(z)| dz ≤ cA
r
ur
n(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
) 1
8
. (52)
For any matrix A ∈ IRn×n let Mij(A) is the i, j minor of A. Thus
∣∣Mij(∇u(z))∣∣ < (In(2+ ǫ− 12 ))− 14
for any z ∈ F . So |det(∇u(z))| ≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
)− 14 |∇u(z)|. Thus∫
F
|det(∇u(z))| dz ≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 14 ∫
F
|∇u(z)| dz
(40)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 14
(Aru)
1
n rn. (53)
Now as ‖∇u(z)‖n ≤ K(z) det(∇u(z)) for a.e. z ∈ Br(x). Note by (48) |P|
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
) 1
8(n−1) ≤∫
Kdz ≤ c and thus
|P| < c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 1
8(n−1)
. (54)
So if z < P then ‖∇u(z)‖n ≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
) 1
8(n−1)
det(∇u(z)). Thus∫
F\P
|∇u|n dz ≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
) 1
8(n−1)
∫
F\P
det(∇u(z))dz
(53)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 18
(Aru)
1
n rn. (55)
Now ∫
P
|∇u| dz ≤ c |P| n−1n
(∫
Br(x)
|∇u|n dz
) 1
n (40),(54)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 18n
(Aru)
1
n r. (56)
So ∫
F∪P
|∇u| dz ≤
∫
P
|∇u| dz+
∫
F\P
|∇u| dz
(56),(55)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 116n
(Aru)
1
n2 r. (57)
By using Holder’s inequality we see
‖∇s‖L1(F∪P) ≤ c‖S(∇u)− S(∇v)‖Lp(B r
2
(x)) + c‖∇u‖L1(F∪P) + c‖∇v−∇s‖Lp(B r
4
(x))
(57),(24),(14)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 116n
(Aru)
1
n2 r. (58)
Thus
∫
F∪P |∇s− R∇u| dz
(57),(58)
≤ c
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
)− 116n
(Aru)
1
n2 r. Hence putting this together with
(52), (24) we have ∫
u−1(BE r(x))
|∇v− R∇u| dz ≤ cAru
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 116n
r. (59)
And putting this together with (43) we have
−
∫
B
cr exp(− A
r
u
En )
(x)
|∇v− R∇u| dz ≤ cr−n+1 exp
(
nAru
En
)
Aru
(
In(2+ ǫ−
1
2 )
)− 116n
. (60)
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Note that since r−32n(n−1) ≤ In
(
2+ ǫ− 12
)
so
(
In(2+ ǫ− 12 )
)− 132n ≤ rn−1 so putting this together
with (60) we have established (16).
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1 completed. By Theorem 1 [Ma-Vi 98] u is a discrete open mapping. Let
Bu denote the set of points z ∈ Br(x) such that u is not locally invertible in any neighborhood
containing z. By definition this is a closed set.
Step 1. We will show u(Br(x))\u(Bu) is connected.
Proof of Step 1. By a theorem of Chernavskii Bu [Ch 64], (also see [Va 66]) Bu has topological
dimension at most n− 2. By Example VI 11 p93 [Wa 41] we know Br(x) can not be separated by
Bu and so Br(x)\Bu is connected.
Proof of Theorem 1. For any z ∈ Br(x)\Bu by definition of Bu there exists sz > 0 such that
u⌊Bsz (z) is injective, therefor by applying Lemma 1 we know that for some rz ∈ (0, sz) there exists
Rz ∈ SO(n) such that ∇u = Rz∇v on Brz(z).
Pick z0 ∈ Br(x)\Bu. Let z1 ∈ Br(x)\Bu, z1 , z0. Since Br(x)\Bu is connected and open and is
therefor arcwise connected so there exists a homomorphism ψ : [0, 1]→ Br(x)\Bu with ψ(0) = z0,
ψ(1) = z1. For each z ∈ Br(z)\Bu let
αz := sup
{
α > 0 : u⌊Bα(z) is injective
}
.
It is clear β = inf {αz : z ∈ ψ([0, 1])} > 0 since otherwise by compactness Bu ∩ ψ([0, 1]) , ∅. Let
G :=
h ∈ [0, 1] : ∇u(z) = Rz0∇v(z) for a.e. z ∈ ⋃
γ∈[0,h]
B β
2
(ψ(γ))
 . (61)
It is clear G is a closed set, it is also straightforward to see it is open because if h ∈ G there exits R˜ ∈
SO(n) such that ∇u(x) = R˜∇v(x) for a.e. x ∈ Bβ(ψ(h)). Since we also know ∇u(z) = Rz0∇v(z)
for a.e. z ∈ B β
2
(ψ(h)) it is clear R˜ = Rz0 and thus there exists δ > 0 with (h− δ, h+ δ) ⊂ G. As G is
open and closed in [0, 1] and as it is non empty we have that G = [0, 1]. In particular this implies
that for every z ∈ Br(x)\Bu, ∇u(y) = Rz0∇v(y) for a.e. y ∈ B β
2
(z). Thus ∇u(z) = Rz0∇v(z) for
a.e. z ∈ Br(x)\Bu. Since Bu has dimension at most n− 2 we know |Bu| = 0 there for (3) follows
immediately. 
3. Preliminary lemmas for Theorem 3
Lemma 2. Let r ∈ (0, 1), A > 1, p ∈ [1, n], q = p(n−1)p−1 , E ∈ (0, 1). Suppose v ∈ W1,p(Br(x) : IRn)
and u ∈ W1,q(Br(x) : IRn) is a homeomorphism of integrable dilatation. There exists small constant
ǫ0 = ǫ0(A, r, E ) such that if functions u, v satisfy
−
∫
Br(x)
|S(∇u)− S(∇v)|p dz ≤ ǫ, (62)
−
∫
Br(x)
|sgn(det(∇v(z)))− 1| dz ≤ ǫ (63)
−
∫
Br(x)
|∇u|q dz ≤ A (64)
for ǫ < ǫ0 and there exists Ξ ⊂ B r
2
(x) such that∣∣∣B r
2
(x)\Ξ
∣∣∣ ≤ Cn0
16n
rn exp
(
−nAEn
)
(65)
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and
BEh(u(x)) ⊂ u(B h
4
(x)) for any x ∈ Ξ, h ∈
[C0
8
r exp
(
− AEn
)
,
r
2
]
. (66)
Then there exists C2 = C2(n,
∫
Br(x)
Kdz) and R ∈ SO(n) such that
∫
B r
2
(x)
|∇u− R∇v| dz ≤ C2E−nA3n exp
(
2n+2n3A
En
)(
In
(
2+
ǫ− 12
2n
))− 1
64n2
rn.
Proof of Lemma 2. To simplify notation let ΛAE = exp
(
− AE n
)
. Note by (65)
B r
2
(x) ⊂ ⋃
x∈Ξ∩B r
2
(x)
B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(x). (67)
So by Theorem 2.7 [Ma 95] we can extract some finite collection{
B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(x1), B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(x2), . . . B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xP)
}
where
B r
2
(x) ⊂
P⋃
i=1
B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xi) (68)
and
P
∑
i=1
11B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(xi)
≤ c. (69)
Now for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . P} if we have B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xi) ∩ B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xj) , ∅ then
B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xi) ⊂ B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(xj). (70)
We assume we order the balls such that B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xi+1) ∩ B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(xi) , ∅ for each i = 1, 2, . . . P− 1.
Since −
∫
B r
2
(xi)
|S(∇u)− S(∇v)|p dz ≤ 2nǫ, −∫B r
2
(xi)
|sgn(det(∇v))− 1| dz ≤ 2nǫ, −∫B r
2
(xi)
|∇u|q dz ≤
2nA. By applying Lemma 1 on each ball B r
2
(xi) we have that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . P} there exists
Ri ∈ SO(n) such that
−
∫
B C0
2 Λ
AE r
(xi)
|∇v− Ri∇u| dz ≤ C1A exp
(
2nnA
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 132n
. (71)
Now by (70)
∣∣∣∣B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(xi+1) ∩ B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(xi)
∣∣∣∣ ≥ Cn08n rn(ΛAE )n and so by (65) there must exists
ω0 ∈ B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(xi+1) ∩ B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(xi) ∩ Ξ.
So as
B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(ω0) ⊂ B C0
2 rΛ
A
E
(xi) ∩ B C0
2 rΛ
A
E
(xi+1) (72)
by definition of Ξ we have that
B EC0
8 rΛ
A
E
(u(ω0)) ⊂ u
(
B C0
32 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)
)
. (73)
Let Ciso denote the constant of the isoperimetric inequality in IR
n. We claim (73) implies∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE (ω0)
|∇u|n−1 dz ≥ E
n−1Cn0
n3Ciso128n−1
rn(ΛAE )
n. (74)
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Suppose this is not true. Define ψ : u
(
B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)\B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)
)
→ IR by ψ(z) = ∣∣u−1∣∣. Since
by Theorem 4.1 [He-Ko-Ma 06] we know u−1 ∈ W1,n we know that ψ ∈ W1,n. So either by
considering difference quotients or by applying the Chain rule of [Am-Da 90] we have
|∇ψ(z)| ≤ ‖∇u(u−1(z))−1‖ = ‖ADJ(∇u(u−1(z)))‖det(∇u−1(z)). (75)
So by the Co-area formula we have∫ C0
4 rΛ
A
E
C0
8 rΛ
A
E
Hn−1(ψ−1(t))dt =
∫
u
(
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)\B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
) |∇ψ(z)| dz
(75)
≤ n
∫
u
(
B C0
4
rΛAE
(ω0)\B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
) ∣∣∣ADJ(∇u(u−1(z)))∣∣∣det(∇u−1(z))dz
= n
∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)\B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
|ADJ(∇u(y))| dy
≤ n3
∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
|∇u(y)|n−1 dy.
So since we are assuming (74) is false there must exists t ∈
( C0
8 rΛ
A
E ,
C0
4 rΛ
A
E
)
such that
Hn−1
(
ψ−1(t)
)
≤ 8(EC0)
n−1
128n−1Ciso
(rΛAE )
n−1. (76)
However by construction ψ−1(t) = u(∂Bt(ω0)). Now note that by the isoperimetric inequality we
have
|u(Bt(ω0))|
n−1
n ≤ CisoHn−1(∂u(Bt(ω0)))
(76)
≤ 8(EC0)
n−1
128n−1
(rΛAE )
n−1. (77)
Hence
En C
n
0
8n
rn(ΛAE )
n
(73)
≤
∣∣∣∣u(B C0
8 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)
)∣∣∣∣
(77)
≤ 8 nn−1 (EC0)
n
128n
(rΛAE )
n (78)
which is a contradiction. Thus (74) is established.
So by (71) and (72) we have
C1A exp
(
2nnA
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 132n
(ΛAE )
nrnCn0
≥
∫
B C0
4
rΛAE
(ω0)
|(Ri − Ri+1)∇u| dz. (79)
Let
O =
z ∈ B C04 rΛAE (ω0) : K(z) <
(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
) 1
64n
 .
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So ∣∣∣∣B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)\O
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c
(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 164n
. (80)
Hence∫
O
|∇u|n−1 dz ≥
∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
|∇u|n−1 dz−
∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)\O
|∇u|n−1 dz
(74)
≥ E
n−1Cn0
n3Ciso128n−1
rn(ΛAE )
n −
∫
B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0)
|∇u|q dz

n−1
q ∣∣∣∣B C0
4 rΛ
A
E
(ω0)\O
∣∣∣∣
q−1
q
(80)
≥ E
n−1Cn0
n3Ciso256n−1
rn(ΛAE )
n (81)
And by (47)
|(Ri − Ri+1)∇u(z)| ≥ n−2
(
In(2+
ǫ−
1
2
2n
)
)− 164n
|(Ri − Ri+1)| |∇u(z)| for any z ∈ O.
Putting this together with (79) we have
n2C1A exp
(
2nnA
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 164n
(ΛAE )
nrnCn0
≥
∫
O
|Ri − Ri+1| |∇u| dz. (82)
Now by (64)
∫
B C0
4
rΛAE
(ω0)
|Ri − Ri+1|q |∇u|q dz ≤ n2qArn. Let θ = q(n−2)(n−1)(q−1) , so 1n−1 = θq + 1− θ.
Note 1− θ = q−n+1
(n−1)(q−1). Now letting τ(q) =
q−n+1
(n−1)(q−1) we have τ
′(q) = n−2
(n−1)(q−1)2 ≥ 0 for all
q ≥ n. So (1− θ) ≥ 1
(n−1)2 for all q ≥ n. By the Lp interpolation inequality (see Appendix B2
[Ev 10]) since r
θ nq rn(1−θ) = r
n
n−1 we know
‖(Ri − Ri+1) |∇u| ‖Ln−1(O)
≤ ‖(Ri − Ri+1) |∇u| ‖θLq(B C0
4 rΛ
AE
(ω0))
‖(Ri − Ri+1) |∇u| ‖1−θL1(O)
≤ cArθ nq ‖ (Ri − Ri+1) |∇u| ‖1−θL1(O)
(82)
≤ cA2r nn−1 exp
(
2nn2A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 1
64(n−1)2n
. (83)
So
|Ri − Ri+1|
En−1Cn0 rn(ΛAE )n
256n−1n3Ciso
(81)
≤ |Ri − Ri+1|
∫
O
|∇u|n−1 dz
(83)
≤ crnA2n exp
(
2nn3A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 1
64n2
.
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Hence
|Ri − Ri+1| ≤ cE−nA2n exp
(
2n+1n3A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 1
64n2
.
Now since from (69)
P ≤ c
(
ΛAE
)−n
. (84)
we know
|R1 − Ri| ≤ cE−nA2n exp
(
2n+2n3A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ−
1
2
2n
)
)− 1
64n2
. (85)
So∫
B r
2
(x)
|∇v− R1∇u| dz
(68)
≤
P
∑
i=1
∫
B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(xi)
|∇v− R1∇u| dz
≤
P
∑
i=1
∫
B C0
8 rΛ
AE
(xi)
|∇v− Ri∇u| dz+ |(R1 − Ri)∇u| dz
(71),(84),(85)
≤ cA exp
(
2nnA
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 132n
rn
+cE−nA2n exp
(
22n+2n3A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n+2
)
)− 1
64n2 ∫
Br(x)
|∇u| dz
(64)
≤ cE−nA3n exp
(
2n+2n3A
En
)(
In(2+
ǫ− 12
2n
)
)− 1
64n2
rn. (86)
Lemma 3. Suppose we have measurable K : Ω → IR+ and uk ∈ W1,n(Ω : IRn) is an equibounded
sequence with
‖∇uk‖n ≤ K det(∇uk) for all k (87)
and (uk) converges weakly in W
1,n to u. For a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists rx > 0 and Nx ∈ IN such that
u⌊Brx(x) and uk⌊Brx (x) are injective for all k ≥ Nx
B
rx det(∇u(x))
1
n /2K(x)
n−1
n
(u(x)) ⊂ u (Brx(x)) ∩ uk(Brx(x)), (88)
Proof of Lemma 3. We know that for a.e. x ∈ Ω, det(∇u(x)) > 0 and by Theorem 1.4. [Ge-Iw 99]
we have that u is a quasiregular and satisfies ‖∇u(x)‖n ≤ K(x) det(∇u(x)). For any matrix
A ∈ IRn×n let Λ(A) = infv∈Sn−1 |Av|. By (46)
Λ (∇u(x)) ≥ det (∇u(x))
1
n
K
n−1
n (x)
. (89)
Pick x for which ∇u(x) exists and det(∇u(x)) > 0. Let δ = (det(∇u(x)))
1
n
100K(x)
n−1
n
. Let L(z) = ∇u(x)(z−
x) + u(x). Let S(x) = min {‖∇u(x)‖, ‖∇u(x)‖−1}. We can find τx > 0 such that
|u(z)− L(z)| ≤ δ
3
2
S(x) |z− x| for z ∈ Bτx(x). (90)
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As we have seen before in Lemma 1, [Ma 94] we know that for any compact subset Ω˜ ⊂⊂ Ω,
letting d(Ω˜, ∂Ω) = σ we have
oscBh(y)uk ≤ c
(
log
(σ
h
))− 1n (∫
Bσ(y)
|∇uk|n
) 1
n
≤ c
(
log
(σ
h
))− 1n
for any k. (91)
Hence the sequence is equi-continuous and
uk
L∞(Ω˜)→ u for any Ω˜ ⊂⊂ Ω. (92)
So we can find Nx ∈ IN such that for every k ≥ Nx,
|uk(z)− L(z)| ≤ δ3S(x) |z− x| for z ∈ Bτx(x). (93)
Note that since Λ(∇u(x))
(89)
≥ 100δ. So B100δτx(L(x)) ⊂ L(Bτx(x)) Let Ψt(z) = tL(z) + (1− t)uk(z)
so by (93)
Ψt(∂Bτx(x)) ⊂ Nδ3τx(L(∂Bτx(x))) for every t ∈ [0, 1] . (94)
And in particular
Ψt(∂Bτx(x)) ∩ B99δτx(u(x)) = ∅ for every t ∈ [0, 1] . (95)
Thus deg(uk, Bτx(x), z) = deg(L, Bτx(x), z) = 1 for every t ∈ [0, 1] , z ∈ B99δτx(u(x)).
Now ‖∇L‖ = ‖∇u(x)‖ so L(B 99δS(x)τx
2
(x)) ⊂ L(B 99δτx‖∇u(x)‖−1
2
(x)) ⊂ B 99δτx
2
(u(x)). So by (93) we
know that for k ≥ Nx
uk
(
∂B 99δS(x)τx
2
(x)
)
⊂ Nδ3S(x)τx
(
L
(
∂B 99δS(x)τx
2
(x)
))
⊂ B99δτx(u(x)),
thus uk⌊B 99δS(x)τx
2
(x) is injective. By the same argument u⌊B 99δS(x)τx
2
(x) is injective so defining
rx =
99δS(x)τx
2 establishes the first part of the lemma.
Now by definition of Λ we know BΛ(∇u(x))rx(u(x)) ⊂ L(Brx(0)) and by (89) and definition of
δ > 0 we have Λ(∇u(x)) ≥ 100δ and so δ3S(x) ≤
(
Λ(∇u(x))
100
)3
, thus by (90), (93) BΛ(∇u(x))rx
2
(u(x)) ⊂
u(Brx(x))∩ uk(Brx(x)) hence by (89), (88) follows.
Lemma 4. Let p ∈ [1, n], q = p(n−1)p−1 . Suppose (vk) is an equibounded sequence in W1,p(Ω : IRn) and
(uk) an equibounded sequence in W
1,q(Ω : IRn). Let K : Ω → IR+ be a measurable function and assume
sequence (uk) satisfies det(∇uk(x)) > 0 and ‖∇uk(x)‖n ≤ K(x) det(∇uk(x)) for a.e. x ∈ Ω, for any
k ∈ N. Assume also that sgn(det(∇vk)) L
1→ 1,∫
Ω
|S(∇uk)− S(∇vk)|p dz → 0 as k → ∞ (96)
and uk
W1,n
⇀ u, vk
W1,1
⇀ v. Then for a.e. x ∈ Ω, det(∇u(x)) > 0 and there exists Rx ∈ SO(n) such that
Rx∇v(x) = ∇u(x). Consequently S(∇u(x)) = S(∇v(x)) and det(∇v(x)) > 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ω.
Proof of Lemma 4.
Step 1. Let ω > 0. For a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists wx > 0 such that for any τ ∈ (0,wx) we can find
Nτ ∈ N with the property that if k ≥ Nτ then for Rk ∈ SO(n) we have
−
∫
Bτ(x)
|∇uk − Rk∇vk| dz ≤ ω. (97)
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Proof of Step 1. By Lemma 3 for a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists rx > 0, Nx ∈ IN such that for every
k > Nx, u⌊Brx (x) and uk⌊Brx(x) are injective and
B
rx det(∇u(x)) 1n /8K(x) n−1n
(u(x)) ⊂ u(B rx
4
(x))∩ uk(B rx
4
(x)). (98)
So by (92) we can assume Nx was choosen large enough so that
B
rx det(∇u(x)) 1n /16K(x) n−1n
(uk(x)) ⊂ u(B rx
4
(x)) ∩ uk(B rx
4
(x)). (99)
Let Ex = min
{
1,
det(∇u(x)) 1n
16K(x)
n−1
n
}
. Now uk is equibounded in W
1,n so let C1 be such that
sup
k
∫
Ω
|∇uk|n dz ≤ C1.
Let
τm = max
{
−
∫
Brx (x)
|S(∇um)− S(∇vm)|p dz,−
∫
Brx (x)
|sgn(det(∇vm))− 1| dz
}
so τm → 0 as m → ∞. So applying Lemma 1 on Brx(x) we have that for Ax := C1rnx we have for
some Rm ∈ SO(n)
−
∫
BC0rx exp(− AxEx )
(x)
|∇um − Rm∇vm| dz ≤ C1Ax exp
(
nAx
Ex
)
In
(
2+ τ
− 14
m
)− 132n
.
So defining wx = C0rx exp
(
− AxEx
)
. For any τ ∈ (0,wx) we can find Nτ such that for k ≥ Nτ for
some Rk ∈ SO(n) (97) holds true.
Step 2. For σ > 0. For a.e. x ∈ Ω, r > 0 define
U σ,xr := {z ∈ Br(x) : |u(z)− u(x)−∇u(x)(z− x)| < σ |z− x|} (100)
and
Dσ,xr := {z ∈ Br(x) : |v(z)− v(x)−∇v(x)(z− x)| < σ |z− x|} . (101)
Now for a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists µ ∈ (0,wx) such that for any φ ∈ Sn−1 we can find y1 ∈
Bσµ(x) ∩ U σ,xµ ∩Dσ,xµ and y2 ∈ A(x, µ2 , µ) ∩ U σ,xµ ∩Dσ,xµ such that∣∣∣∣( y2 − y1|y2 − y1|
)
− φ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ σ 1n−1 (102)
and for affine function LRx with ∇LRx = Rx ∈ SO(n)
|u(yi)− LRx (v(yi))| ≤ σµ for i = 1, 2. (103)
In addition
|Br(z)\U σ,zr | ≤ σ4nrn and |Br(z)\Dσ,zr | ≤ σ4nrn for all r ∈ (0, µ] . (104)
Proof of Step 2. By Theorem 1.4 [Ge-Iw 99] we know u is a mapping of integrable and
‖∇u(z)‖n
det(∇u(z)) ≤
K(z) for a.e. z ∈ Ω. So in particular det(∇u(z)) > 0 for a.e. z ∈ Ω. By Theorem 1, Section 6.1.1.
[Ev-Ga 92] for a.e. x ∈ Ω we can find µ ∈ (0,wx) such that (104) holds true and
−
∫
Br(x)
|∇u(x)−∇u(z)| dz ≤ σ4n and −
∫
Br(x)
|∇v(x)−∇v(z)| dz ≤ σ4n for all r ∈ (0, µ] (105)
Fix an x for which this is true and for which Step 1 holds. By Step 1 we can find Nx ∈ IN such that∫
Bµ(x)
|∇uk − Rk∇vk| dz ≤ σ4n
µn
2
for all k ≥ Nx. (106)
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Passing to a subsequence (not relabeled) we have Rk → Rx as k → ∞. As uk, vk are equibounded
in L1 this implies there exists Mx ≥ Nx such that∫
Bµ(x)
|∇uk − Rx∇vk| dz ≤ σ4nµn for all k ≥ Mx. (107)
Now pick k ≥ Mx large enough so that
‖uk − u‖L1(Ω) ≤ σ4nµn+1, ‖vk − v‖L1(Ω) ≤ σ4nµn+1. (108)
By Poincare inequality from (107) there exists affine function LRx with ∇LRx = Rx with∫
Bµ(x)
|uk − LRx ◦ vk| dz ≤ cσ4nµn+1.
Hence by (108) we have ∫
Bµ(x)
|u− LRx ◦ v| dz ≤ cσ4nµn+1. (109)
So let
I := {z ∈ Bµ(x) : |u(z)− LRx (v(z))| ≤ σµ} (110)
thus ∣∣Bµ(x)\I∣∣ ≤ cσ4n−1µn. (111)
Let H := I ∩ (U σ,xµ ∪Dσ,xµ ). Since by (104) and (111)∣∣Bµ(x)\H∣∣ ≤ cσ4n−1µn. (112)
Now let
E :=
{
y ∈ Bσµ(x) :
∫
11Bµ(x)\H(z) |z− y|−n+1 dz ≤ σ2µ
}
(113)
Now ∫
Bσµ(x)
∫
11Bµ(x)\H(z) |z− y|−n+1 dzdy
=
∫
11Bµ(x)\H(z)
(∫
Bσµ(x)
|z− y|−n+1 dy
)
dz
= cσµ
∫
11Bµ(x)\H(z)dz
(112)
≤ cσ4nµn+1. (114)
Hence
∣∣Bσµ(x)\E ∣∣ σ2µ (113),(114)≤ cσ4nµn+1 so∣∣Bσµ(x)\E ∣∣ ≤ cσ4n−2µn. (115)
By (112), (115) it is clear
∣∣Bσµ(x) ∩ (E ∪H)∣∣ > 0 so pick y1 ∈ E ∩ H ∩ Bσµ(x), define lθy1 :=
{y1 + IR+θ}. So by the Co-area formula into Sn−1 (see for example [Je-Lor 08] Lemma 14), by
definition of E (recall (113)) ∫
θ∈Sn−1
∫
lθy1
11Bµ(x)\HdH
1zdHn−1θ ≤ σ2µ. (116)
So let
Ψy1 :=
{
θ ∈ Sn−1 :
∫
lθy1
11Bµ(x)\HdH
1z ≤ σµ
}
thus by (116), Hn−1(Sn−1\Ψy1) ≤ σ. Thus we can find ψ ∈ Ψy1 such that |ψ− θ| ≤ cσ
1
n−1 . Thus we
can find y2 ∈ lψy1 ∩ A(x, µ2 , µ) ∩H. Since y1, y2 ∈ H ⊂ I by definition (110) we know they satisfy
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(103). Since
y2−y1
|y2−y1| = ψ it is clear that (102) is satisfied. This completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3. We will show that for a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists Rx ∈ SO(n) such that
Rx∇v(x) = ∇u(x). (117)
Proof of Step 3. Let x ∈ Ω be one of the a.e. points x such that the conclusion of Step 2 hold true.
Let γ > 0 and set
σ =
(
γ
|∇u(x)|+ |∇v(x)|+ 1
)n−1
. (118)
By Step 3 we can find and points y1 ∈ Bσµ(x), y2 ∈ A(x, µ2 , µ) such that (102), (103) are satisfied.
So since yi ∈ U σ,xµ
|u(yi)− u(x)− (yi − x) · ∇u(x)| < σ |yi − x| < σµ for i = 1, 2
taking one inequality away from another
|(u(y1)− u(y2))−∇u(x)(y1− y2)| < 2σµ. (119)
And in the same way
|(v(y1)− v(y2))−∇v(x)(y1− y2)| < 2σµ. (120)
Applying (103) to (119) we have |Rx(v(y1)− v(y2))−∇u(x)(y1− y2)| < 4σµ and putting this
together with (120) we
∣∣∇v(x)(y1− y2)− R−1x ∇u(x)(y1 − y2)∣∣ ≤ 6σµ since |y1 − y2| > µ2 so∣∣∣∣∇v(x) (y2− y1)|y2 − y1| − R−1x ∇u(x) (y2− y1)|y2 − y1|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12σ. (121)
Thus
∣∣(∇v(x)− R−1x ∇u(x))φ∣∣ (121)≤ 12σ+ ∣∣(∇v(x)− R−1x ∇u(x))∣∣ ∣∣∣φ− y2−y1|y2−y1| ∣∣∣ (102),(121),(118)≤ 14γ.
Now as γ is arbitrary this implies Rx∇v(x) = ∇u(x). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 3 completed. Let v ∈ W1,p(Ω : IRn) and u ∈ W1,q(Ω : IRn) be the weak
limit of vk, uk. We know by Lemma 4 S(∇u) = S(∇v) for a.e. x ∈ Ω. So we can apply Theorem 1
and thus there exists R ∈ SO(n) such that
∇v(z) = R∇u(z) for a.e. z ∈ Ω. (122)
Since det(∇u(z)) > 0 for a.e. z ∈ Ω so ∫
Ω
det(∇u)dz ≤ ∫
Ω
‖∇u‖ndz ≤ C. For any γ > 0 let
Dγ :=
{
z ∈ Ω : det(∇u(z)) < γ 1100
}
(123)
and let
Uγ :=
{
z ∈ Ω : |∇u(z)| > γ− 1100
}
. (124)
Note |Uγ| → 0 and |Dγ| → 0 as γ→ 0. Let δ ∈ (0, 1). Define
Oδ :=
{
x ∈ Ω : K(x) ≥ δ− 1100
}
, (125)
note
|Oδ| ≤ cδ
1
100 . (126)
Let ǫ ∈ (0, δ) be small enough so that∫
Uǫ
det(∇u)dz ≤ δn. (127)
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For a.e. x ∈ Ω\ (Dδ ∪Oδ) let Lx be the affine map defined by Lx(z) = u(x) +∇u(x)z. Recall
from Lemma 3 we defined Λ(A) := infv∈Sn−1 |Av| and from (46) we know
det(∇u(x))
Kn−1(x)
≤ (Λ(∇u(x)))n for a.e. x ∈ Ω. (128)
Since x ∈ Ω\ (Dδ ∪Oδ), K(x) < δ−
1
100 and det(∇u(x)) > δ 1100 so δ 1100
(128)
≤ Λ(∇u(x)).
Thus
B
δ
1
100 h
(u(x)) ⊂ Lx(Bh(x)) for all h > 0. (129)
Now by uniform continuity of u, approximate differentiability of u and approximate continuity of
det(∇u) for a.e. x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ) there exists px > 0 such that
Hd (u(Bh(x)), Lx(Bh(x))) ≤ ǫδ
1
100 h for any h ∈ (0, px) (130)
and
||u(Bh(x))| − Γ(n) det(∇u(x))hn| ≤ ǫhn for any h ∈ (0, px). (131)
Note by (129), (130) we have that
B
8−1δ
1
100 h
(u(x)) ⊂ u(B h
4
(x)) for any h ∈ (0, px), x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ) (132)
Now let
Hρ := {x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ) : px < ρ} . (133)
Let us choose ρ0 be such that ∣∣Hρ0∣∣ < δ. (134)
Note also that by Lebesgue density theorem for a.e. x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0) the ratio∣∣Br(x) ∩ (Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0)∣∣
rn
can be arbitrarily small. For each x we need to find the qx > 0 such that for all r ∈ (0, qx) the ratio
is less than a small constant depending on δ. Rather than introduce more notation to signify this
small quantity then later take it to be less than the constant we need, we find qx that has the exact
property we need in terms of δ. So for a.e. x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0) there exists qx > 0 such that∣∣Br(x) ∩ (Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0)∣∣ ≤ Cn032n rn exp(−64nnδ− 101n100 ) for r ∈ (0, qx). (135)
For ρ > 0 let
Θρ :=
{
x ∈ Ω\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0) : qx < ρ
}
. (136)
We can find ρ1 > 0 such that ∣∣Θρ1 ∣∣ ≤ δ. (137)
By Lemma 3 for a.e. x ∈ Ω there exists wx ∈ (0, qx) and Nx ∈ N such that for u⌊Bwx(x) and
uk⌊Bwx(x) are injective for any k ≥ Nx. We can find τ > 0 and M0 ∈ IN such that
|{x ∈ Ω : wx < τ}| < ǫ and |{x ∈ Ω : Nx > M0}| < ǫ. (138)
Let Eǫ := {x ∈ Ω : wx < τ} ∪ {x ∈ Ω : Nx > M0}. Now recall the notation Nh(·) (see (18)). Define
Π := Ω\ (Oδ ∪Dδ ∪Hρ0 ∪ Uδ ∪ Eǫ ∪Θρ1 ∪ Nδ(∂Ω)) . (139)
Step 1. Let η = 12 min {τ, ρ0}. Since
{
Bη(x) : x ∈ Π
}
is a cover of Π, again by Theorem 2.7
[Ma 95] we can find a collection
{
B η
2
(x1), B η
2
(x2), . . . B η
2
(xm)
}
such that
Π ⊂
m⋃
i=1
B η
2
(xi) (140)
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and
m
∑
k=1
11B2η(xi) ≤ c. (141)
Let γ be some small positive number we decide on later. Let M1 > M0 be such that∫
Ω
∣∣S(∇uq)− S(∇vq)∣∣p + ∣∣1− sgn(det(∇vq))∣∣ dz ≤ γ for all q > M1.
Fix k > M1, define
Bk0 :=
{
i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} : −
∫
Bη(xi)
|∇uk|n dz ≥ δ−n
}
, (142)
Bk1 :=
{
i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} : −
∫
Bη(xi)
|S(∇uk)− S(∇vk)|p + |1− sqn(det(∇vk))| dz ≥
√
γ
}
, (143)
B2 :=
{
i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} : ∣∣Bη(xi) ∩Dδ∣∣ ≥ Γ(n)2n−1ηn} , (144)
B3 :=
{
i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} :
∫
Bη(xi)∩Uǫ
det(∇u)dz ≥ δ n4
∫
Bη(xi)
det(∇u)dz
}
. (145)
We will show
Card
(
Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3
)
≤
(
c
√
γ+ cδ
n
2 + c |Dδ|
)
η−n (146)
and any i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} \(Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3) there exists Rki ∈ SO(n) such that
−
∫
B η
2
(xi)
∣∣∣∇vk − Rki∇uk∣∣∣ dz ≤ cǫ2n (147)
and (recalling R ∈ SO(n) satisfies (122)) for affine maps lR, lRki with ∇lR = R, ∇lRki = R
k
i
η−n
∫
u(Bη(xi)\Uǫ)
∣∣∣lR(z)− lRki (z)∣∣∣det(∇u−1(z))dz ≤ cηǫ2n. (148)
Proof of Step 1. Note that since uk is an equibounded sequence in W
1,n, so
cδ−nηnCard
(
Bk0
)
≤
∫
Bη(xi)
|∇uk|n dz ≤ c
thus Card
(
Bk0
)
≤ cδnηn . It is also clear
√
γηnCard
(
Bk1
)
≤ cγ and thus Card
(
Bk1
)
≤ √γη−n. Also
Card (B2) η
n ≤ c |Dδ|
so Card (B2) ≤ c |Dδ| η−n. And
cδn
(127),(141)
≥ ∑
i∈B3\B2
∫
B2η(xi)∩Uǫ
det(∇u)dx
(145)
≥ cδ n4 ∑
i∈B3\B2
∫
B2η(xi)
det(∇u)dx
(144),(123)
≥ cδ n2 ηnCard (B3\B2) .
Thus Card (B3\B2) ≤ cδ n2 η−n. Now by definition of Θρ1 (see (136), (135)), since we know from
Step 1 η < ρ0 and x1, x2, . . . xm < Θρ0 we have that for each i = 1, 2, . . .m∣∣Bη(xi) ∩ (Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0)∣∣ ≤ Cn032n ηn exp(−64nnδ− 101n100 ). (149)
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And by (132), (133)
B
8−1δ
1
100 h
(u(z)) ⊂ u(B h
4
(z)) for each z ∈ B η
2
(xi)\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0), h ∈ (0,
η
2
), i = 1, 2, . . .m. (150)
Recalling from (91) we know equicontinuity of the sequence uk on a compact subset of Ω and
hence uniform convergence of uk. So let Q ∈ IN be such that
‖u− uk‖L∞(Ω\N δ
2
(∂Ω)) < 16
−3ηδ
1
100 C0 exp(−64nδ−
101n
100 ) for all k ≥ Q. (151)
So (recalling that B η
2
(xi) ⊂ N η
2
(Π)
(139)⊂ Ω\N δ
2
(∂Ω))
u(B h
4
(z))\N
16−2ηδ
1
100 C0 exp(−64nδ−
101n
100 )
(∂u(B h
4
(z)))
(151)⊂ uk(B h
4
(z)) for any k ≥ Q. (152)
Thus for any z ∈ B η
2
(xi)\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0), h ∈
[ C0
16η exp(−64nδ−
101n
100 ), η2
]
we have
d(B
16−1δ
1
100 h
(u(z)), ∂u(B h
4
(z)))
(150)
≥ 16−1δ 1100 h
≥ 16−2δ 1100 C0η exp(−64nδ−
101n
100 ) (153)
and thus
B
16−1δ
1
100 h
(u(z)) ⊂ u(B h
4
(z))\N
16−2ηδ
1
100 C0η exp(−64nδ−
101n
100 )
(∂u(B h
4
(z)))
(152)⊂ uk(B h
4
(z)) for k ≥ Q. (154)
Hence as ‖u− uk‖L∞(Ω\N δ
2
(∂Ω))
(151)
≤ 16−2δ 1100 h we have
B
15
162
δ
1
100 h
(uk(z))
(154)⊂ uk(B h
4
(z)) for z ∈ B η
2
(xi)\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0),
h ∈
[C0
16
η exp(−64nδ− 101n100 ), η
2
]
and k ≥ Q. (155)
If i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} \(Bk1 ∪ Bk0) we can define Ξ := B η2 (xi)\(Dδ ∪Oδ ∪Hρ0) and define
E = 15
162
δ
1
100 and A = δ−n2n (156)
and notice that
C0
8
η
2
exp
(
− AEn
)
>
C0
16
η exp(−64nδ− 101n100 ) and C
n
0
16n
ηn
2n
exp
(
−nAEn
)
>
Cn0
32n
ηn exp(−64nnδ− 101n100 )
thus by (155), (149) hypotheses for (r taken to be
η
2 ) (66) and (65) is satisfied. So we can apply
Lemma 2 (taking A, E defined by (156) and ǫ = √γ. In addition in view of (142), (143) hypotheses
(62), (63) and (64) are satisfied and there exists Rki ∈ SO(n) such that
−
∫
B η
4
(xi)
∣∣∣∇vk − Rki∇uk∣∣∣ dx ≤ cδ−4n2 exp (40n+15n3δ− 101n100 )
(
In
(
2+
γ−
1
8
2n
))− 1
64n2
(157)
so assuming γ was chosen small enough (147) is established.
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By Poincare’s inequality there exists affine map lRki
with ∇lRki = R
k
i , so
−
∫
B η
4
(xi)
∣∣∣vk − lRki ◦ uk∣∣∣ dx ≤ cηǫ2n. (158)
Now as vk
L1(Ω)→ v and uk
L1(Ω)→ u so assuming k is large enough we have
−
∫
B η
4
(xi)
|vk − v| dx ≤ cηǫ2n and −
∫
B η
4
(xi)
|uk − u| dx ≤ cηǫ2n
putting this together with (158) we have
−
∫
B η
4
(xi)
∣∣∣v− lRki ◦ u∣∣∣ dx ≤ cηǫ2n. (159)
Since ∇v = R∇u for some affine map lR with ∇lR = R we have v = lR ◦ u on Ω. So putting
this together with (159) we have
−
∫
Bη(xi)
∣∣∣lR ◦ u− lRki ◦ u∣∣∣ dx ≤ cηǫ2n. (160)
Thus if i < (Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3)
cηǫ2n ≥ −
∫
B η
4
(xi)\Uǫ
∣∣∣lR(u(z))− lRki (u(z))∣∣∣det((∇u(u−1(u(z))))−1) det(∇u(z))dz
= cη−n
∫
u
(
B η
4
(xi)\Uǫ
) ∣∣∣lR(z)− lRki (z)∣∣∣det(∇u−1(z))dz. (161)
This completes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. We will show that for any k > M1∣∣∣R− Rki ∣∣∣ ≤ cǫ n4 for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . .M} \(Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3). (162)
Proof of Step 2. Now since i < B3, (see (145) for the definition) and we chose xi < Uδ (recall (124)
for the definition)
∣∣u (Uǫ ∩ Bη(xi))∣∣ (145)< δ n4 ∣∣u (Bη(xi))∣∣
(131),(124)
≤ cδ n4 δ− n100 ηn
≤ cδ 24n100 ηn. (163)
So as xi ∈ Π thus xi
(139)
< (Dδ ∪Oδ) (recall definition (123)) and so det(∇u(xi)) ≥ δ
1
100 and hence
∣∣u (Bη(xi)\Uǫ)∣∣ (131),(163)≥ cδ 1100 ηn − cǫηn
≥ cδ 1100 ηn. (164)
Now by (132), (133) (since xi < Hρ0 and η ≤ ρ02 ) we have
B
8−1δ
1
100 η
(u(xi)) ⊂ u
(
B η
4
(xi)
)
. (165)
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So define
A := B
δ
1
100 η
64
(
u(xi) + e1
δ
1
100 η
16
)
\u (Uǫ ∩ Bη(xi))
and B := B
δ
1
100 η
64
(
u(xi)− e1 δ
1
100 η
16
)
\u (Uǫ ∩ Bη(xi)) . (166)
By (166), (165) and the fact u is injective on Bη(xi) (recall (138), (139))
A ∪ B ⊂ u (Bη(xi)\Uǫ) (167)
and note
dist(A, B) >
δ
1
100 η
64
. (168)
Now
|A|
(163),(166)
≥ δ
n
100 ηn
64n
− cδ 24n100 ηn
≥ cδ n100 ηn. (169)
In exactly the same way |B| ≥ cδ n100 ηn. Now note
η−nǫ
n
100
∫
u(Bη(xi)\Uǫ)
∣∣lR(z)− lRi(z)∣∣ dz
(124)
≤ η−n
∫
u(Bη(xi)\Uǫ)
∣∣lR(z)− lRi(z)∣∣det(∇u(u−1(z)))−1dz
(148)
≤ cηǫ2n. (170)
Let
UA :=
{
z ∈ A :
∣∣∣lR(z)− lRki (z)∣∣∣ > ηǫ n2 } . (171)
Notice
ηǫ
n
2 |UA| ≤
∫
A
∣∣∣lR(z)− lRki (z)∣∣∣ dz
(170)
≤ cηn+1ǫ 199n100 .
So |UA| ≤ cηnǫ, since ǫ << δ, from (169) |A\UA| > 0 and we can pick xA ∈ A\UA. In exactly
the same way xB ∈ B\UB. So
∣∣∣lR(xA)− lRki (xA)∣∣∣ ≤ ηǫ n2 and ∣∣∣lR(xB)− lRki (xB)∣∣∣ ≤ cηǫ n2 . Now
lR(z) = Rz+ αR and lRki
(z) = Rki z+ αRi for some αR, αRi ∈ IRn, so∣∣∣(R− Rki )xA + (αR − αRki )∣∣∣ ≤ cηǫ n2
and ∣∣∣(R− Rki )xB + (αR − αRki )∣∣∣ ≤ cηǫ n2 .
Now taking one away from another
∣∣∣(R− Rki )(xA − xB)∣∣∣ ≤ cηǫ n2 . Note |xA − xB| (168)≥ δ 110064 η so∣∣∣∣(R− Rki ) (xA − xB)|xA − xB|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ cδ− 1100 ǫ n2 ≤ cǫ n4
Therefor
∣∣∣R− Rki ∣∣∣ ≤ cǫ n4 , this completes the proof of Step 2.
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Final step of Proof of Theorem 3.
Let k > M1. For any i ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} \(Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3)
−
∫
B η
2
(xi)
|∇vk − R∇uk| dz ≤ −
∫
B η
2
(xi)
∣∣∣∇vk − Rki∇uk∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Rki∇uk − R∇uk∣∣∣ dz
(147)
≤ cǫ2n +
∣∣∣Rki − R∣∣∣−∫
B η
2
(xi)
|∇uk| dz
(162)
≤ cǫ2n + cǫ n4−
∫
B η
2
(xi)
|∇uk| dz
(142)
≤ cδ−1ǫ n4 ≤ cǫ n8 . (172)
Let
Π′ := Π ∩
 ⋃
{1,2,...m}\(Bk0∪Bk1∪B2∪B3)
B η
2
(xi)
 (173)
so
∣∣Π\Π′∣∣ (173)≤ cηnCard(Bk0 ∪ Bk1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3)
(146)
≤ c√γ+ cδ n2 + c |Dδ| . (174)
Now recall from definition of Π (139) we have that
|Ω\Π| ≤ |Oδ|+ |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+ |Eǫ|+
∣∣Θρ1 ∣∣+ ∣∣Hρ0∣∣+ |Nδ(∂Ω)|
(126),(138),(137),(134)
≤ cδ 1100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+ cǫ. (175)
So putting (174), (175) together we have∣∣Ω\Π′∣∣ ≤ cδ 1100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+ cǫ+ c√γ. (176)
So from (172) and definition (173) we have∫
Π′
|∇vk − R∇uk| dz ≤ ∑
i∈{1,2,...m}\(Bk0∪Bk1∪B2∪B3)
∫
Bη(xi)
|∇vk − R∇uk| dz
≤ cǫ n8 . (177)
To simplify notation let ςk =
∫
Ω
|S(∇vk)− S(∇uk)| dz∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
|∇vk| dz−
∫
Ω
|∇uk| dz
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
Ω
||∇vk| − |∇uk|| dz
≤ c
∫
Ω
||S(∇vk)| − |S(∇uk)|| dz
≤ c
∫
Ω
|S(∇vk)− S(∇uk)| dz
≤ cςk. (178)
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Note also that ∫
Ω\Π′
|∇uk| dz ≤
(∫
Ω
|∇uk|n dz
) 1
n ∣∣Ω\Π′∣∣ n−1n
(176)
≤ c
(
δ
1
100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+
√
γ+ ǫ
) n−1
n
. (179)
And ∫
Ω\Π′
|∇vk| dz
(178)
≤
∫
Ω\Π′
|∇uk| dz+ cςk
(179)
≤ c
(
δ
1
100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+
√
γ+ ǫ
) n−1
n
+ cςk. (180)
Thus ∫
Ω\Π′
|∇vk − R∇uk| dz
(179),(180)
≤ c
(
δ
1
100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+
√
γ+ ǫ
) n−1
n
+ cςk. (181)
Putting this together with (177) we have∫
Ω
|∇vk − R∇uk| dz
≤ c
(
δ
1
100 + |Uδ|+ |Dδ|+
√
γ+ ǫ
1
8
) n−1
n
+ cςk for all k > M1.
Now recall ǫ << δ are γ << ǫ and δ was chosen arbitrarily. So we have established (6). 
4. Counter example
Example 1. Let Q1 := {z : |z|∞ < 1}. Define
u(x1, x2, . . . xn) :=
{
(x1, x2x1, x3, . . . xn) for x1 > 0
(x1,−x2x1, x3, . . . xn) for x1 ≤ 0
and for some θ ∈ (0, 2π)
v(x1, x2, . . . xn) :=
{
(x1 cos θ − x1x2 sin θ, x1 sin θ + x1x2 cos θ, x3, . . . xn) for x1 > 0
(x1,−x2x1, x3, . . . xn) for x1 ≤ 0
Note that for x1 ≤ 0
∇u(x) =

1 0 0 . . . 0
−x2 −x1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 1

And for x1 > 0
∇v(x) =

cos θ − x2 sin θ −x1 sin θ 0 . . . 0
sin θ+ x2 cos θ x1 cos θ 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 1

=

cos θ − sin θ 0 . . . 0
sin θ cos θ 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 1


1 0 0 . . . 0
x2 x1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 1
 .
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Since ∇u(x) = ∇v(x) for x1 ≤ 0 it is clear there is no R such that ∇v(x) = R∇u(x) for x ∈ Q1.
Now note that det(∇u(x)) = x1 for all x ∈ Q and |∇u(x)|n =
(
(n− 1) + x22 + x21
) n
2 so defining
K(x) := |∇u(x)|n /det(∇u(x)) = x−11
(
(n− 1) + x22 + x21
) n
2 . So it is clear that
∫
Q1
K(z)dz = ∞ and
thus it follows that Theorems 1 and 3 are optimal for n = 2.
5. On the question of Sharpness of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3
As mentioned the only known way of constructing a counter examples to Theorems 1 and 3
is to take a function that squeezes down a domain into a shape whose interior consists of two
disjoint pieces. In three dimensions in analogy with Example 1 of Section 4 we could consider
squeezing the center of a cube to a line, in effect doing the squeezing only in the x and z variables.
However in this case the calculations reduce to those of the two dimensional situation and it can
be shown that for a wide class of mappings, squeezing down the center to a line implies that the
mapping fails to have L1 integrable dilatation.
A more promising approach might be to consider mappings that squeeze down the center of a
cylinder to a point. However Proposition 1 below will show, such examples (if they exist) can not
be easily constructed.
Let Rθ =
cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 be a rotation around the z-axis. We say Ω is axially symmetric
if RθΩ = Ω for every θ. Now given a function f : Ω → IR3 we say the function f is axially
symmetric if any axially symmetric subset S ⊂ Ω we have that f (S) is axially symmetric.
With a view to attempting to show sharpness of Theorems 1 and 3 we would like to try and
construct a function that squeezes B1(0)× [0, 1] in the center down to a point and use this to create
a counter example to Theorems 1 and 3 for functions whose dilatation are not Lp for p ≥ n− 1.
We say a function g : Ω → IR (where Ω is axially symmetric) is a cylindrical product function
if g(r cos θ, r sin θ, z) = p1(r)p2(θ)p3(z) for functions p1, p2, p3. A function f : Ω → IR3 is a
cylindrical product function if for each co-ordinate function is a cylindrical product function.
We will show that any axially symmetric orientation preserving cylindrical product function
(whose coordinates satisfy certain monotonicity or convexity properties) that squeezes the cylinder
down to a point does not have L1 integrable dilatation.
Proposition 1. Let f : W1,1(B1(0)× [0, 1] : IR3) be a radially symmetric orientation preserving cylindrical
product function, i.e. there exists functions w, v, g, h, l such that
f (r cos θ, r sin θ, z) = (w(z)v(r) cos(g(θ)),w(z)v(r) sin(g(θ)), h(z)l(r)) (182)
for some functions w, v, g, h, l. Assume each of these functions w, v, h, l are monotonic non-decreasing or
non-increasing, g is non decreasing and w, h are either concave or convex. If f (B1(0)× {0}) consists of a
single point then ∫
B1(0)×[0,1]
‖∇ f‖3
det(∇ f )dz = ∞. (183)
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose the proposition is false. So there exists a function f satisfying the
hypotheses and ∫
B1(0)×[0,1]
‖∇ f‖3
det(∇ f )dz < ∞. (184)
Let u(θ, r, z) = f (r cos θ, r sin θ, z), so u(θ, r, z) = (w(z)v(r) cos(g(θ)),w(z)v(r) sin(g(θ)), h(z)l(r)).
Since w(0) = 0, this function is non decreasing,
∂w
∂z
(z) ≥ 0 for a.e. z. (185)
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Now we claim
∂v
∂r
(r) ≥ 0 for a.e. r. (186)
So see this we argue as follows. Define F : B1(0) × [0, 1] → [0, 1] × [0, 1] by F(x, y, z) =
(
√
x2 + y2, z). Since JAC(∇F) = det(∇F∇FT) = 1. Note by the Co-area formula
∞ > C =
∫
B1(0)×[0,1]
|∇ f |3 JAC(∇F)dz =
∫
[0,1]×[0,1]
∫
F−1(r,z)
|∇ f |3 dH1drdz.
Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be some small number we decide on later. We can find a set I ⊂ [0, δ]× [0, 1] with
|I| ≥ δ2 and for any (r, z) ∈ I ,
∫
F−1(r,z) |∇ f |3 dH1 ≤ cδ−1. Pick (r, z) ∈ I , by Holder’s inequality
we have ∫
F−1(r,z)
|∇ f | dH1 ≤ c
(∫
F−1(r,z)
|∇ f |3 dH1
) 1
3
δ
2
3 ≤ cδ 13 . (187)
How ever if v is non increasing then even for very small r we know f (F−1(r, z)) must be the
boundary of a a disc with radius o(1), so we must have H1(F−1(r, z)) ∼ o(1) which contradicts
(187). This establishes (186).
Now we claim
∂h
∂z
(z) ≥ 0 for a.e. z. (188)
To see this first assume l is non constant, the for r1 , r2 we have that l(r1) , l(r2). Since f (B1(0)×
{0}) consists of a single point we must have h(0)l(r1) = h(0)l(r2) so we must have h(0) = 0 and
hence (188) is established.
On the other hand if l is constant then as f is orientation preserving and
∇u :=
 dvdrw cos ◦g −wv sin ◦g
dg
dθ
dw
dz v cos ◦g
dv
drw sin ◦g wv cos ◦g dgdθ dwdz v sin ◦g
dl
drh 0
dh
dz l
 (189)
and as det(∇u) = 2 ∂h∂z l ∂v∂rw2v ∂g∂θ > 0 and so by (186), (188) is established.
Now from (189) we know
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞ ≥ |∇u(θ, r, z)|3
≥ cmax
{∣∣∣∣w(z)v(r)dgdθ (θ)
∣∣∣∣3 , ∣∣∣∣dv(r)dr w(z)
∣∣∣∣3 , ∣∣∣∣dw(z)dz v(r)
∣∣∣∣3
,
∣∣∣∣dhdz (z)l(r)
∣∣∣∣3 , ∣∣∣∣ dldr (r)h(z)
∣∣∣∣3
}
. (190)
And as by (188), (186) and the fact that g is non decreasing dvdr ≥ 0, dhdz ≥ 0 and dgdθ ≥ 0
det(∇u(θ, r, z)) = −dh
dz
(z)l(r)
dv
dr
(r)
dg
dθ
(θ)v(r)w(z)2 +
dw
dz
(z)v(r)2w(z)
dg
dθ
(θ)
dl
dr
(r)h(z)
(185),(188)
≤ dw
dz
(z)v(r)2w(z)
dg
dθ
(θ)
dl
dr
(r)h(z). (191)
So by (191), (190)((
dw
dz
(z)
)2
/w(z)
)
|v(r)|
(∣∣∣∣dgdθ (θ) dldr (r)h(z)
∣∣∣∣)−1 ≤ ‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3det(∇u(θ, r, z))
So (
dw
dz
(z)
)2
/w(z) ≤ |v(r)|−1 ‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖
3
det(∇u(θ, r, z))
∣∣∣∣dgdθ (θ) dldr (r)h(z)
∣∣∣∣ . (192)
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Step 1. We will show that there can not exists δ > 0 such that
sup
{∣∣∣∣dwdz (z)
∣∣∣∣ : z ∈ (0, δ)} > δ. (193)
Proof of Step 1. By (192) we have that∫
[0,δ]
w(z)−1dz ≤ c
∫
[0,δ]
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3
det(∇u(θ, r, z))dz (194)
For (θ, r) ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, 1] define l(θ,r) := {(θ, r, z) : z ∈ [0, 1]}. Let
G :=
{
(θ, r) ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, 1] :
∫
l(θ,r)
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3
det(∇u(θ, r, z))dz < ∞
}
. (195)
Now by Fubini |[0, 2π)× [0, 1] \G| = 0. So for any (θ, r) ∈ G by (194) we have that
µ(A) :=
∫
A
w(z)−1dz
forms a finite measure on the interval [0, δ]. Let ǫ << δ, now by Holder we have that
log(w(δ))− log(w(ǫ)) =
∫ δ
ǫ
d
dz
(log(w(z)))dz =
∫
[0,δ]
dw
dz
(z)/w(z)dz
=
∫
[ǫ,δ]
dw
dz
(z)dµ(z) ≤
(∫
[ǫ,δ]
(
dw
dz
(z)
)2
dµ(z)
) 1
2
=
(∫
[ǫ,δ]
(
dw
dz
(z)
)2
/w(z)
) 1
2
dz
(192),(195)
< ∞. (196)
Since w(0) = 0 sending ǫ→ 0 we have contradiction.
Proof of the Proposition completed. Firstly if w is concave, we must have limz→0w′(z) > 0 since
otherwise by the fact that w(0) = 0 and w is positive we would have w ≡ 0. So the existence of
some δ satisfying (193) follows and so we have a contradiction. If w is convex and limz→0w′(z) > 0
then again its easy to see there exists δ satisfying (193) and so have a contradiction.
So the only remain case to consider the when w is convex and limz→0 w′(z) = 0. Pick (θ, r) ∈ I ,
let
A := {z ∈ (0, 1) : w(z) > h(z)} and U := (0, 1) \A.
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞
det(∇u(θ, r, z))
(190),(191)
≥
∣∣∣∣dwdz (z)
∣∣∣∣2 v(r)/(w(z)dgdθ (θ) dldr (r)h(z)
)
≥ c(θ, r)
∣∣∣∣dwdz (z)
∣∣∣∣2 /w(z)2 for z ∈ A (197)
where c(θ, r) := v(r)/( dgdθ (θ)
dl
dr (r)).
Now by Young’s inequality for p = 3, p′ = 32 from (190) we have that
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞ ≥
(
l(r)2
(
dh
dz
(z)
)2)p′
+
(
v(r)
dw
dz
(z)
)p
≥ cl(r)2v(r)
(
dh
dz
(z)
)2 dw
dz
(z).
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So by (191) we have that
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞
det(∇u(θ, r, z)) ≥ d(θ, r)
∣∣∣∣dhdz (z)
∣∣∣∣2 /h(z)2 for z ∈ U (198)
where d(θ, r) := cl(r)2/
(
dg
dθ (θ)
dl
dr (r)
)
v(r).
Now A is open so is the union of a countable collection of disjoint open intervals, denote
them I1, I2, . . . . Thus A = ⋃∞k=1 Ik. We assume they have been ordered to that sup Ik ≤ inf Ij for
k > j. Define α2k, α2k+1 to be the endpoints of Ik where α2k+1 ≤ α2k, i.e. Ik = (α2k+1, α2k). Define
Jk := (α2k+2, α2k+1), so [0, 1] =
⋃∞
k=1 Ik ∪ Jk.
Hence by Holder for any (θ, r) ∈ G we have ∫[0,1] √ ‖∇u(θ,r,z)‖3∞det(∇u(θ,r,z))dz < ∞. So by (195) we have
∞ >
∫
A
√
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞
det(∇u(θ, r, z))
(197)
≥ c(θ, r)
∫
A
∣∣∣∣dwdz (z)
∣∣∣∣ /w(z)dz.
Now as limk→∞
∫ 1
α2k
d
dz (log(w(z))) dz = limk→∞(log(w(1))− log(w(α2k))) = ∞ we must have
lim
k→∞
∫
U∩[α2k ,1]
d
dz
(log(w(z))) dz = ∞ (199)
But note that w(α2k) = h(α2k) and w(α2k+1) = h(α2k+1) for every k. So∫
U∩[α2k,1]
d
dz
(log(w(z))) dz =
k
∑
i=1
∫
[α2i,α2i−1]
d
dz
(log(w(z))) dz
=
∫
U∩[α2k ,1]
d
dz
(log(h(z))) dz
(198)
≤ c
∫
U∩[α2k,1]
√
‖∇u(θ, r, z)‖3∞
det(∇u(θ, r, z))dz
< ∞
which contradicts (199). 
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